Dynamic Learning From Neural Control for Strict-Feedback Systems With Guaranteed Predefined Performance.
This paper focuses on dynamic learning from neural control for a class of nonlinear strict-feedback systems with predefined tracking performance attributes. To reduce the number of neural network (NN) approximators used and make the convergence of neural weights verified easily, state variables are introduced to transform the state-feedback control of the original strict-feedback systems into the output-feedback control of the system in the normal form. Then, using the output error transformation based on performance functions, the constrained tracking control problem of the normal systems is transformed into the stabilization problem of an equivalent unconstrained one. By combining the backstepping method, a high-gain observer with radial basis function (RBF) NNs, a novel adaptive neural control (ANC) scheme is proposed to guarantee the predefined tracking error performance as well as the ultimate boundedness of all other closed-loop signals. In particular, only one NN is employed to approximate the lumped unknown system dynamics during the controller design. Under the satisfaction of the partial persistent excitation condition for RBF NNs, the proposed stable ANC scheme is shown to be capable of achieving knowledge acquisition, expression, and storage of unknown system dynamics. The stored knowledge is reused to develop a neural learning controller for improving the control performance of the closed-loop system. When the initial condition satisfies the predefined performance, the proposed neural learning control can still guarantee the predefined tracking performance. Simulation results on a third-order one-link robot are given to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.